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Recollections 

Recollections are documents given by residents, and information gleaned from other 

publications, that give an insight into people’s life-at-the-beach. Of value and interest are 

those records of people’s personal experiences during those early years. Some extracts 

follow, the full copies of these documents are on the following pages.  

1920’s: Scott Cameron, 62 Wainui Street: “There was a sand track from Simpson’s house, 

The Planes, down to the river where tents were used, transport being provided by brake or 

gig. Cooking was done on open fires or camp ovens.” “The first building was a cookhouse 

and later a few lean-tos. These were on the waterfront, which at that time was the banks of 

the Turakina River. The houses became sanded up – some to the roofs – and they were  

subsequently shifted further inland to the middle of the present settlement.”  

1920’s: Ross Cameron, 62 Wainui Street: “In the 1920’s the lure of river and sea bathing did 

not attract many people to Koitiata when they found that there were two miles (3Kms) of 

sand to cross, three gates to open and shut, having to live in tents and having to cross the 

river to get to the sea.” The track into the Domain used in those days was through a 

Manuka marsh in the gully. During the summer it dried out sufficiently to make a damp but 

firm ground to drive on. This track later became the formed road in use today.”  

1930’s: Allpress Family, 21 Omanu Street: “The family rented a small bach with two rooms 

and an outdoor toilet at the back of the section. There was a little black stove in one room 

and some bunks made of old sacks. Lighting was provided by oil lamps and there was no 

refrigeration. There were so many children. No one really remembers where everyone slept 

in the two room bach.”  

1930’s: Maurice Heidrich, 56 Wainui Street: “My earliest memories go back to the mid-

1930’s when our bach was erected at the beach. The bach, consisting of three bunkrooms 

and a large dining-kitchen area, was constructed from large Oregon carcases and other 

material, then covered with Malthoid sheets. This meant an annual task of tarring and 

sanding to keep the Malthoid cover in good repair.”  

1940’s: Charles Haar, 5 Omanu Street: “My father and mother retired from their dairy farm 

at Putorino and bought a cottage at Turakina Beach. This was during World War 2 probably 

about 1944.” “The house my folks had bought was really a fishing shack, it was of four 

rooms, with dunny outside. “Mum and Dad were the only permanent residents at first, with 

no telephone or neighbours”  

1960’s: Hilton & Maisie Farr, 48 Rapaki Street: “They moved there permanently in 1961.” “In 

1961 there were hardly any baches, no electricity and no telephone.” “Hilton & Maisie lit 

their house with a tilly lamp and cooked on a coal range.” “The fishing was better then. 

Families used to get together and stake out nets in the surf overnight. They would cook the 

fresh flounder and sole in the morning on beach fires.”  
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The Mayor 

One name that keeps popping up in the history of Koitiata, is Bert Wainwright.  

There are several references in people’s recollections to Bert being the “Mayor 

of Koitiata”. He was here before the village started and was here at the start-

up of Koitiata.  

He built at 25 Rapaki in the early 1920’s. But his first house sanded up and he 

moved that house in the 1920’s or early 1930’s to 68 Wainui street. The house 

was flooded in 1936, and then to cap it all off, the house burnt down in the late 

1930’s. Bert rebuilt the house using the same chimney in the same place. 

You get the impression that Bert was serious about being in Koitiata. He was a 

builder and as a testament to his skills, that same house is still standing at 68 

Wainui street today!  
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